Hello Everyone,
I’d like to share with you all some reflections on my Venus Inner Star Phase. I have
Venus in Aries with a 5th Chakra Gate (Throat) Evening Star and Scorpio Overtone.
The INTENT is an Alignment Between the Personal Will and Divine Will.
This completely resonates in terms of my process and I’ll add my chart and some
SoulCollage cards so you can see how I’m working it together.

1) In this, or previous lifetime, what throat chakra injuries or traumas have I
experienced?
So here’s the storyline….
I have come into this Turn of the Wheel of Life as the Elder
Weaver Priestess, devoted to my Sacred Work. I weave with
energy and vibration as I tend the patterns in the web of life,
restoring harmony when it is out of balance. As I came into
this incarnation, I asked myself ‘how can I best use my gifts in
service to Gaia and the Great Tapestry?.’ The time seemed
right to take on a challenging knot in the thread of my lineage,
while I restore these ancient gifts and knowings into my future
right livelihood. I’ll become a Warrior and help the Weavers to
reclaim our rightful role, as I nourish the seeds of my family
and community.

So what I did was this. I made agreements with my soul family that my Voice would be
totally shut down. This would become the Sacred Wound I would then work from. My
dedication to my Sacred Work was so total that I made a Bodhisattva Vow to journey
through the patriarchal Underworld. In order to prepare the way, here’s what I
volunteered to experience as a child.

I was born into a Patriarchal Net. I chose a particularly virulent strain of the ‘no way out’
victim/perpetrator dynamic inherent within the narrative structures of patriarchal
marriage. It’s pernicious in its subtlety, in that there was no single trauma I could speak
to. The constant mixed messages left me in a state of confusion. All of my choices
were shut down and I was micromanaged. Judgement and the threat of punishment
were constant. Rough teasing and misogyny and schadenfreude dominated. Safety
and approval came through adopting my parents’ worldview. And so I did.
I’m framing this for you because it’s hard for me to talk about my Venus, without
factoring in my Virgo Moon. Essentially I’m a Weaver Warrior taking a systems
perspective so I can creatively reframe my own Venus in Aries Mission. The exciting
piece here is that the Inner Star Phase perfectly reflects what I’ve already been working
with, namely, the issue of VOICE and the INTENT to align Personal Will and Divine Will.
This is spot on. What doesn’t quite sync is the Evening Star position with how my
Underworld journey is reflected with my personal timeline, which feels like the Evening
Star position mirrors where I am in terms of the larger collective process.
2) What beliefs have these experiences produced in me?
Since I’ve gone through, and still hold, a lot of personal trauma around creative selfexpression, my whole journey is really about my right to feel safe in the world for who I
am. I resonate with what Cayelin said about people being surprised when they hear
about my terror and anxiety since I seem so articulate. Just yesterday I had a minipanic attack when I spoke about some plans I had for the future. The journey of getting
out in front of people and speaking my truth is something I’m really having to work on.

And which truth would that be, anyways? Lol! Basically I’m stepping into saying that I
signed up to be traumatized on purpose to fulfill my soul’s purpose! Context is
everything…
3) What would it take to transform these beliefs?
Understanding my heroine’s journey from an archetypal perspective, like I opened with,
is actually really helpful. Sharing it with a group of open-hearted, open-minded folks like
yourselves where I can PLAY with it is healing in itself. As it makes more sense to me,
I’ll have more self-confidence to own my Virgo Moon and the mission that I’m birthing
through my Venus in Aries. The wise voice will emerge as I construct my story in a way
that unifies both intellect and intuition in Sacred Marriage. As Within, So Without.

